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The Missouri Pacific’s Greenwood Branch (1887-1958)

Missouri Pacific’s Greenwood, Arkansas depot in 1954 - milepost 526.6 (from St. Louis). – H.D. Conner photo
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The Missouri Pacific’s Greenwood Branch
By John Dill
An interesting railroad history from Sebastian County,
Arkansas, certainly one of the most complicated to
recite, is the story of the local Missouri Pacific System
railroads. Entire books have been written about the
methods that Jay Gould used to create and expand his
“system” and things do get confusing at times. Because of the complexities involved, a relatively detailed look at everything Missouri Pacific in this county is well beyond the scope of this article. For that
reason, we will concentrate on a general history of one
part of the story, the line commonly known at one
time as the “Greenwood Branch.” Much of Fort
Smith, for example the Iron Mountain depot and
freight house, were not considered a part of this
branch (some of the time) and will have to wait for a
later article. This is actually two stories in one, the
railroad as actually built and simultaneously the story
of the announced railroad, the one that was never finished.
The predecessor of the Missouri Pacific in Sebastian
County was the Little Rock and Fort Smith Railroad
which physically reached Fort Smith – tracks on the
ground - in January of 1879 (previous to this freight
had to be hauled across the Arkansas River into Fort
Smith by boat as there was no rail service anywhere in
the county). The people behind the LR&FS were well
aware of the vast Jenny Lind coal field in Sebastian
County and as early as 1867 a book promoting the
railroad had devoted quite a lot of print to the potential of the coal there. Jay Gould was aware of and
very interested in the coal and, according to at least
one respected source, Maury Klein, purchased the Little Rock and Fort Smith in September of 1882 largely
for that reason.
The LR&FS tracks ended at Garrison Avenue in Fort
Smith. It was not until 1887 that the push on to the
coal field began. The company credited with the construction was another Gould acquisition, the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain and Southern Railway. Grading south
started in September of 1887, Arnold Brothers, Contractors. The construction stalled for a time and then a
final contract to finish the line into Greenwood was
announced in Fort Smith newspapers on Aug. 10,
1888. On November 14 the A rkansas Gazette reprinted a small article from the Fort Smith Journal “From a
perfectly reliable source the Journal learns that the
Missouri Pacific has just completed a survey of a new
route from Little Rock to this place, and that shortly
work will be commenced from Greenwood east to Little Rock, while south of the tunnel (to be built at
Greenwood?) the branch leading to Waldron, Scott
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county, and thence to Gurdon, will be pushed without
unnecessary delay; but it is contemplated to build the
road through to Little Rock first. In two weeks, if the
weather remains fair, the track will be laid to the Jenny Lind coal mines, and in sixty days it will be completed to Greenwood, the other three miles of the
roadbed having been contracted. The Missouri Pacific
authorities have purchased large tracts of coal lands at
Jenny Lind, and as soon as the road is completed to
the mine they will put in the machinery necessary for
their development.” The first cars finally reached the
new Greenwood depot on January 1, 1889, and the
branch was officially opened, south to Greenwood,
February 18, 1889. Jay Gould made a personal visit
to Jenny Lind and Greenwood in his private car less
than a month later, on March 15, 1889. The general
public, and for that matter Gould, himself, generally
just mentally lumped all these Gould railroad companies together as the Missouri Pacific System.
(Goodspeed Publishing Company, History of Northwest Arkansas, 1889: “The Missouri Pacific system is
building a line from Fort Smith southeast to Gurdon,
on the Iron Mountain Road, and has the grading nearly completed from Fort Smith to Greenwood.”)
Notice that Greenwood was not the intended final destination of the railroad. At this time the announced
southern route was; Fort Smith to Greenwood, then
through Salem (Wicherville), Dayton, Abbott, Tomlinson, Waldron, and Buck Knob to Gurdon in Clark
County. The main purpose was to complete a “short
route” from Kansas City to New Orleans. (about 120
miles of construction total needed for the Fort Smith/
Gurdon segment). Although construction south was
never resumed below Greenwood, at least from this
“northern end” of the proposed route, there was still
one very important project remaining. This was completion of a bridge over the Arkansas River at Fort
Smith by Union Bridge Company on May 27, 1891.
This time the railroad company involved was the Kansas and Arkansas Valley Railway which was created
for Missouri Pacific System construction in the Indian
Territory. Here is one of the areas where things might
start to get somewhat confusing. At this date the Arkansas/Indian Territory boundary line was not where
the state line is presently located at Fort Smith. Some
construction on the Arkansas side of the River (in Indian Territory at the time) was also done in the name
of this railroad. The final, finished result was a 23.13mile-long branch which technically consisted of 17.63
miles of Iron Mountain track and 5.5 miles of Kansas
and Arkansas Valley track (on the northern end).
None of this directly involved the existing Little Rock
and Fort Smith or its track from Fort Smith to Van
Buren.
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The southern half of Sebastian County as depicted by the 1887 Hayes map. At the time this was published, very
little grading had been done on the Iron Mountain’s “Gurdon Branch” so the route information must have come
from railroad sources. Construction to Greenwood was finished in early 1889 and never continued further south.
- 1887 Hayes map, Sebastian Co. AR.

There were several flag stops along the completed
portion of the railroad, none of them in heavily populated areas. Buell (now the location of Planters at Fort
Smith) was named for the family which owned the
land. Crescent was named for the major curve in the
track south of Buell. Lallie was named for a freight
conductor, Martin Lallie, although the story behind
this isn’t recorded.

the proposed routes. Even utilizing one of these gaps,
major tunnels were going to be needed on the northern
end of the line. In addition, the insistence on one percent (or less) grades was greatly increasing costs. In
1886/89, 1896/97, 1904/05, 1910/12 and many other
dates as well, numerous newspapers and journals announced that surveys were concluded and contracts
let, or at least being solicited, to finish the construction to some point south – but, again, something alUsing existing sources, it is very difficult to determine ways interfered and it never happened. To throw yet
how serious the Missouri Pacific was about finishing another wrinkle into understanding the Greenwood
the “short route.” Resumption of construction was a Branch, prior to the construction of the Choctaw, Okhot topic in newspapers for many years. Ironically
lahoma and Gulf in 1898 the proposed railroad actualGurdon was not always the intended destination. One ly forked at Greenwood with one line extending south
problem was mountains that run east and west. Only (to somewhere) and the other east to Little Rock,
3 gaps could reasonably have been utilized for railsometimes entirely on the south side of the Arkansas
road construction at that time, the Cossatot River, Sa- River but often via a new bridge to Conway.
line River and Caddo Creek, all on the southern end of
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One source of information about the Missouri
Pacific’s intentions (or lack of) is the long running
Iron Mountain vs Enoch Petty feud (1894-1896 version). Petty was an original mine owner at Jenny
Lind, operating there before the railroad arrived. The
Iron Mountain, through its subsidiary Western Coal &
Mining Company, bought up most of the coal property
in the area and pretty much showed contempt for the
existing mine owners. In this particular legal case the
railroad, while attempting to seize some of Petty’s
land by eminent domain for use by the coal company,
was forced to prove that it had serious intentions of
completing the branch to the south. Testimony was
introduced stating that completion of both “forks” of
the line including the segment which would run south
to Gurdon (or somewhere) had been officially authorized by the company’s directors in 1887 “proceed im-

mediately to build, maintain, own, and operate, with
all the necessary equipment, franchises and properties
appertaining thereto, a railroad beginning at or near
Beebe in White County, running thence through the
counties of Lonoke, Faulkner, Perry, Yell, Logan,
Scott and Sebastian to Fort Smith … also a branch
from the main line of the Iron Mountain road at some
point to be hereafter determined, in Clark or Nevada
counties, Arkansas, running thence north through the
counties of Pike, Montgomery, Hot Springs, Garland,
Polk, Scott, and Sebastian to a connection with the
branch above described at or near the boundary line
between the counties of Sebastian and Scott.” The
director’s resolution had latter been reapproved and
affirmed “Another resolution by said board in reference to the same matter, passed in 1893.” Clearly the
two branches (south and east) from Greenwood had

One or both of the projected railroad branches from Greenwood (south and east) appear in some form on most
Iron Mountain and Missouri Pacific System maps and brochures of the area printed between 1887 and 1912.
This map shows an 1898 version with the southern route ending at Hope. Many earlier and later versions favored Gurdon. - A rk ansas via Iron M ountain R oute, 1898
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Jay Gould finally got his long-awaited Fort Smith bridge in 1891. Lack of a bridge had held up development
south of Fort Smith for almost a decade. Unfortunately, Gould succumbed to his tuberculosis the following year
destroying the best chance for completion of either of the remaining portions of the Greenwood Branch.
- Cravens Collection, UALR

The “Helen Gould Bridge” at Fort Smith looks ready for traffic. The “draw” (turn span) is closed. Pilings which
supported its construction largely remain on the northern side of its pier. Any bridge over navigated water had
to be build in the open position to prevent impeding river traffic during construction. - Cravens Collection, UALR
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Fort Smith Wagon Company was one of only a few major industries located in Fort Smith on the Greenwood
Branch, rather than the older Fort Smith Branch or the Suburban. One very interesting feature about this plant
is that it was served by four distinct railroads, each of whom owned a quarter interest in the connecting tracks.
They were the Iron Mountain/Missouri Pacific, Frisco, Kansas City Southern, and Fort Smith and Western.
- Post Card, Author’s Collection

been officially authorized, but never fully funded.

tain system official (now currently vice-president of
the Choctaw and Memphis) testified “I had also, at
In 1895/96 the original wooden Howe truss bridge at this time, general direction of the surveys made in ArGreenwood was replaced with a 3-span steel deck
kansas on the line from Fort Smith to Gurdon and the
plate girder bridge. (2-40’6” spans and 1-43’ span –
branch from this line to Little Rock. When these surtotal 125’). On November 20, 1896 K. J. Gillette, an veys were made there were threatened incursions into
Iron Mountain head brakeman became the first known western Arkansas by other lines, supposed to be in the
fatality along the branch when he fell from a train on interest of the St. Louis and San Francisco Company.
bridge #26. In 1897 J. C. Keton, a Missouri Pacific
There were some rights of way obtained and grading
construction engineer, while discussing the pending
done on the Little Rock branch a short distance west
extension of the Greenwood branch to Little Rock,
of Little Rock, and a large amount of right of way was
commented “If we wanted to go south to Gurdon or
purchased and considerable grading done on the
Hot Springs we could catch it with numerous tunnels Gurdon branch in Scott County, for the purpose of
and heavy grades.”
heading off other lines. A locating survey was made
from Little Rock to a point about fifty miles west of
In 1897-98 there was a flurry of announcements about Little Rock, in Perry county, in 1887; beyond that
the resumption of construction on the Greenwood
point only a preliminary survey of this branch was
Branch in newspapers and other published sources as made at that time. No later survey was done during
the Missouri Pacific began a PR campaign apparently my connection with the Iron Mountain company. Latintended to block the new Choctaw railroad from
er Mr. Jay Gould gave directions to build the Gurdon
building to Little Rock. A related lawsuit provided
branch from Fort Smith to Waldron and its construcinteresting commentary from both sides about the
tion was completed from a point south of Fort Smith,
question. (A rkansas Gazette 17-18 November, 1898) between the terminus of the Kansas and Arkansas
Henry Wood, a former Missouri Pacific-Iron MounValley road, where it reached the line of Sebastian
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The southern end of the Jenny Lind depot, probably between 1900 and 1903. The lady is Betty Blake who will
later become the wife of Will Rogers. At this time her brother is the station agent. - Collection of Will Roger s
Memorial Museum, Claremore, Oklahoma

This time it’s the northern (freight) end of the Jenny Lind depot. This photograph was taken in February of
1930, looking south toward the yard and eventually, Greenwood. The depot was discontinued in April of 1938
and torn down. - South Sebastian County Historical Society
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This is a section of an ICC Valuation map of the Jenny Lind area on the Missouri Pacific. The side track was
equipped with three ramps for loading “wagon” coal from small mines that did not have their own railroad connection. - ICC Missouri Pacific Valuation Map 8B-AR-4 (Revised), National Archives, College Park, MD

This coal spur was constructed west from New Jenny Lind in 1896 to reach the new Western Coal and Mining
Company Mine No. 17 and then lengthened about three years later to reach Mine No. 18. Western, a subsidiary
of the Iron Mountain and later the Missouri Pacific, was credited with ownership of these “private” tracks.
- Plat Book of Sebastian County, Arkansas, 1903
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Not all of the freight business on the Greenwood Branch was coal. Here an early fruit train being loaded at the
Greenwood depot. - Post Card, Author’s Collection

county, to Greenwood, a distance of about fifteen
miles, to reach the coal mines at Jenny Lind; but no
further construction has ever been attempted, nor has
there been any work done on the Little Rock branch
up to this time. As far as I was informed, and I believe I fully understood the conditions then existing,
these surveys were made entirely for keeping possession of the territory and there was no intention to build
the branches at that time, except the line from Fort
Smith to Waldron, a part of which only was constructed. P.R. Van Frank and others contented that in 1887
the Petit Jean route (Greenwood – Little Rock) of the
Iron Mountain and Southern was surveyed with the
objective of preventing invasion of that territory by
the Frisco.”
George J. Gould, president of the Missouri Pacific
system, deposed, in their defense, that it had long been
contemplated that the branches authorized by the charter would be built, but that periods of financial depression had interfered. C. G. Warner, vice president of
the Missouri Pacific, deposed that the Iron Mountain
had expended over $16,000 in surveys south of the
river and west of Little Rock and acquired some eight
Page 9 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER

miles of right of way east of Greenwood. He testified
that it had cost over $300,000 to build the road to
Greenwood and that stringency of the money market
had retarded competition of that extension. In 1897
times had brightened and it now became possible to
secure the money on bonds.
On the morning of 11 December, 1897, at about
11:00, a trailing coal train crashed into the passenger
coach on the back of the north bound local accommodation train at Crescent and telescoped the coach, a
baggage car and a cattle car, killing Mrs. E. A. Hollenback, and injuring several other persons. The train
had stopped on the track when one of the cars developed a hot box. This necessitated dividing the train
and a part of it was pulled forward and run onto a side
track. The conductor, Harnest, sent a flagman back to
warn the following train and three torpedoes were
placed on the track. Two of them failed to explode
and the engine crew on the coal train did not hear the
other one. The accommodation was in a cut and could
not be seen until the coal train came over a hill and
observed it about 400 yards away. That train consisted of forty loaded coal cars, was moving at speed up
February 2018

Manicured photographs of depots and track on major railroads appear from time to time. Much less common is
a photo like this depression era view that shows the, apparently leaking, Jenny Lind water tank in the background. - Mary Gamble photo collection

the grade, and was unable to stop in time, even with
the locomotive “reversed”. The coach held fifteen
passengers. Most of them escaped by jumping but
Mrs. Hollenback and her two little boys were unable
to get off in time. She was killed almost instantly
when she fell between the cars and the wheels ran
over her head. Her two young sons were buried in the
wreckage and received numerous cuts and bruises.
Hollenback was the wife of the assistant superintendent of the Western Coal and Mining Company’s Jenny Lind mines. Two other passengers, Mrs. Spencer
(face and body injures) and Mrs. Hampton (injuries to
right leg) were also seriously injured. The wrecked
train caught fire and burned.

PM. Mr. Lankford has his left ankle broken, Holland
has two or three ribs broken while Schumate is suffering from numerous painful cuts and bruises. The
train, known as the “coal drag” had reached Jenny
Lind, coming toward Van Buren. There is what is
known as the Jenny Lind hill, the grade being so
heavy that it is necessary to cut the long coal train in
sections of fifteen or sixteen cars and pull them over
until they have the entire train on top, when they can
then make it into Van Buren without any further delay. It is while taking one of these sections of the train
up the hill that engine 1736 split a switch, it going on
one track, while the tender, followed by the train, kept
the other track. The wreck occurred on a high fill and
when the big engine turned across the track it hurled
In 1903 the new Midland Valley Railroad was forced Lankford through the cab window and when he
to put in a crossing at the end of the Iron Mountain
stopped falling he found himself off the right of way.
Greenwood Branch track, indicating that extension of The other men were unable to leave the train and rethat railroad south was still contemplated. By this
ceived their injuries by being tossed about by the tendate the branch was in generally bad condition and the der and five cars that were overturned and thrown
newspapers repeatedly told of derailments and other
down the embankment.” Two weeks later, on Noserious problems, many of them in the heavily travvember 6, 1903, the article was “Head-end smash on
eled Jenny Lind area. Only a couple of the accounts
Greenwood Branch. There was a head-end collision
can be repeated here. The October 24 story read as
of two freights today on the Greenwood branch. The
follows. “Engineer John Lankford, Brakeman Holofficials have become so secretive regarding the freland and Fireman Schumate are confined to their
quent miscues on this branch that no particulars can be
homes suffering from injuries sustained in a wreck on learned.” The end result of all the derailments was
the Greenwood branch of the Iron Mountain at 8:00
new ties installed along the branch.
Page 10 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER
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ABOVE - Here is a look at the front of the local accommodation train, crossing bridge 46 (Heartsill Creek) on its
final approach to the Greenwood depot. The locomotive, 4-8-0 number 1812, is just one example of the wild variety of power that might have been seen on the Greenwood Branch. This particular group of locomotives were the
only Iron Mountain engines to retain their original numbers after being absorbed into the Missouri Pacific proper, making dating the photograph “iffy” at best. BELOW - The rear of the train in the proceeding photograph
clears the steel bridge. It would be interesting to know how many empty coal cars have been missed between
these two, undated, photos. - Both photos - South Sebastian County Historical Society
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Passenger cars block Old Hackett Road in this April 8, 1928 photograph of a “special” train at Greenwood. This
is as close as the Iron Mountain ever got to downtown Greenwood, a fact which cost them some business after the
Midland Valley arrived on the other side of town in 1903. A 1904 newspaper article discussed the Iron Mountain’s investigation of relocating the depot into Greenwood proper, which never happened. - South Sebastian
County Historical Society

This time the locomotive is 2-8-0 consolidation number 414. It’s crossing Old Hackett Road, northbound from
Greenwood, with a few loaded coal cars on 17 June 1942. Old Hackett Road is featured in many of these South
Sebastian photos that were all taken by local resident, Isaac Heartsill. -South Sebastian County Historical Society
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The Greenwood depot as it appeared in its 1917 valuation photograph. The view is looking toward the southeast
corner. The section house, stock pen, and cotton platform were all south of the depot (to the left of the photograph). - Missouri Pacific Historical Society

An interesting story about the railroad bridge at Fort
Smith appeared in the Fort Smith Times on June 5,
1904. Apparently for many years only relatively
small steamboats had operated on the Arkansas River
above Fort Smith. One of these boats was the Mary
D. operated by Captain S. H. Blakely. On the previous
Friday this boat had arrived at Fort Smith with a load
of potatoes from Webbers Falls, I.T. Water on the
river was much higher than normal and the boat could
not pass under the Iron Mountain bridge as it was accustomed to do without the draw (swing) open. When
it sounded a signal for the bridge to be opened, no one
came. Finally, a distress signal was blown and
“railroad hands began to unlock the old draw bridge
which had not been opened for over seven years. The
workmen were obliged to cut the rails of the Iron
Mountain track in order to open the bridge and let the
Mary D. pass.”

of construction… In the first place, four more passenger trains will enter the city daily with the new line in
operation, and the present depot will be torn down and
a new up-to-date station, the finest in the city, will be
erected. Trains will run to the new depot over the
suburban tracks, making a complete circuit of the city,
and eliminating the backing and switching now necessary. At least that is the way officials have the
scheme figured out, and as ground for their views they
cite the fact that a survey has already been made by
Iron Mountain men from a point on the line near Electric Park to the suburban line. The extension from
Gurdon to Black Springs is almost completed and the
contractors will turn over that section of the road to
the railway company about September 1. The section
from Black Springs to this point will be some time in
building, as three mountain ranges must be crossed or
cut through and the work when finished will show
some excellent engineering.” A 1908 article in NaIn 1905 the Annual Report of the Arkansas Railroad
tional Lumberman, discussing construction northwest
Commission stated, “The Arkansas Southwestern
from Gurdon, stated that “the (Gurdon/Fort Smith)
Railroad in southwest Arkansas is being extended
branch is expected to eventually be completed but is
through the western part of the state in the direction of going to require 3 or 4 pretty good-sized tunnels.”
Greenwood, Arkansas, which is thought to be the ultimate destination. The new line is known as the
The Greenwood Branch was an early test of dispatchGurdon and Fort Smith Northern Railway.” On June ing trains by telephone rather than telegraph. The new
22, 1906 a Fort Smith Times article quoted “a group
system was tried for a while prior to 1910 and, when it
of Iron Mountain officials” as making these comments had proved itself, adopted on a larger scale by the Illiabout the “Greenwood-Gurdon branch, now in course nois Division of the Iron Mountain.
Page 13 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER
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The Greenwood, Fort Smith, and Paris Branches of the Missouri Pacific as listed in the March 1, 1925 List of Stations book. Note that the freight house and depot are still on the Fort Smith Branch. - Author’s Collection

In 1912 the 56 lb. rail was finally replaced with 75 lb.
rail and the cuts were widened by 4 feet on each side.
These were the last major changes attributed to the
Iron Mountain. Between 1917-1924 that railroad was
formally absorbed into Missouri Pacific, a process
which was carried out, in stages, over several years.
Stories about extending the branch faded away at this
time and the idea seems to have disappeared with the
Iron Mountain. It was also during this period that the
last of the major Western Coal and Mining Company
(Iron Mountain subsidiary) mines at Jenny Lind were
abandoned by that company. Smaller companies
mined “crop” coal near the abandoned mines but, with
the exception of Mine No. 18 which was operated by
various companies until 1937, much of the major underground mining had ended. Although most of the
Greenwood Branch coal came from mines at Jenny
Lind there were at least two periods when a mine near
Greenwood operated on the branch. A 1903 report
produced for the Kansas City Southern Railway ComPage 14 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER

pany stated that the Greenwood Coal Mines Company
(H. K. Slavens) was digging coal in a mine located
about 400 yards east of the Greenwood station and
hauling it in wagons to the depot for shipment. A
much larger operation was the “Biscuit and a Half”
mine (Lewis Excelsior Coal Company – Tom Lewis)
which shipped coal just before and during the Second
World War from a tipple located near the end of the
Greenwood track.
The first Western Coal and Coke mine at Jenny Lind
was Mine No. 15, located on a siding just south of the
depot. The first major spur track built (one of the few
actually “belonging” to the Missouri Pacific) was a
circular track which exited the main line at the southern end of the Jenny Lind depot and made a one-mile
long loop to the northeast to Western Mine No. 16. It
was constructed in 1890 and in service for a decade or
less. By 1897 a track had been laid from a new wye
located just north of the Jenny Lind depot, westward
February 2018

It’s 1951 and Old Hackett Road in Greenwood is still unpaved. The depot can barely be seen to the south (red
arrow). All the property between the photographer, Mr. Heartsill, and the depot belongs to the railroad. The
amount of property makes it clear that a large yard was once projected here. - South Sebastian County Histor ical Society

One last look, toward the north, at the Old Hackett Road crossing in Greenwood. It’s 1958, the tracks will be
pulled in a matter of weeks. The Greenwood Branch is now history. - South Sebastian County Historical Society
Page 15 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER
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This map, pieced together from a 1919 Midland Valley ICC valuation map and a 1958 Missouri Pacific property
map, illustrates the track layout, station grounds and most of the right of way easement (wye excepted) at Greenwood. During a recent visit to the National Archives the staff was unable to locate any of the original maps
(Arkansas 8) for the Greenwood Branch. (I bet they are there, somewhere, the MoPac was complicated.) Fortunately, two revised maps (different file) of Jenny Lind were found. It is obvious that the railroad originally had
much larger plans for the Greenwood yard than what resulted. The Missouri Pacific never significantly altered
anything at Greenwood from 1889 until shortly before the end in 1958. - Author’s Collection

to Mine No. 17 and within a few more years this track
was extended again, further west to Mine No. 18.
This track was probably never “officially” owned by
the railroad, who maintained it, but always belonged
to the subsidiary Western Coal and Mining Company.
Mine No. 18 was officially abandoned in April of
1937 and this entire spur was retired May 15, 1940.
When most of the Mine 16 track was originally removed a stub was apparently left at the depot. Twenty
years later a new spur from the same switch was constructed east to Mine No. 19. This track was in use
throughout the 1920’s. In 1937 the now abandoned
spur was renewed, including a new steel bridge over
Vache Grasse Creek, and the R. A. Young and Son
Coal Corporation began mining operations which lasted until the Second World War. The Mine No.19 spur
was retired in January of 1943 after coal stripping operations ended.
On April 4, 1928 the touring “Dairy and Poultry Special” arrived at Greenwood over the Missouri Pacific.
About 3500 farmers and their families attended
speeches at the courthouse, agricultural demonstrations and a parade. This might be the largest single
collection of passenger cars ever assembled at Greenwood. Speakers included John Nevitt - dairy development agent for the Missouri Pacific; W. H. Woodley dairy extension specialist at University of Arkansas;
Page 16 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER

Harry Marsh - field representative of the American
Jersey Cattle club; and W. H. Lapp - director of the
Poultry Research Society of America.
Just prior to and during the Second World War major
strip mining finished off the available coal at Jenny
Lind. The original purpose that had long supported
the Greenwood Branch, hauling coal, was now gone.
Much of the remaining rail traffic was car interchange
with the Midland Valley at Greenwood and even this
business was continually dropping. The first diesel
locomotive to Greenwood arrived on Dec. 29, 1949.
The steel bridge at Greenwood and the two branch
depots were repainted in 1927 and the bridge and
Greenwood depot in 1943, and, for the last time, in
1953. Prior to July 22, 1956, freight service was rendered by a 5 days/week local. From that date until the
end all freight was handled by a Paris Subdivision local making side trips.
The Greenwood depot was discontinued on Oct. 23,
1956, sold on Aug. 10, 1957, and, the next year, was
moved south to a location on Hwy. 10. It would be
destroyed ten years later in the 1968 Greenwood tornado. The depot at Jenny Lind had previously been
rendered unnecessary and was discontinued in April
1938. ICC permission to abandon the southern end of
the branch was asked for and granted in 1958. The
February 2018

last official day of operation from Greenwood was
July 21, 1958. The last train to run from Greenwood
was a diesel locomotive, box car and gondola car
(Frisco 61885) on June 23, 1958. After 71 years of
existence, the railroad was removed back to Buell
Switch (later Planters) beginning in September of
1958. The salvage operation was finished on January
12, 1959. The Greenwood Branch, as such, was now
gone.
Although it was no longer considered part of the
Greenwood Branch, the Missouri Pacific bridge at
Fort Smith fell victim to the Arkansas River navigation project in the early 1970’s. Much of the remainder of the old branch within the Fort Smith city limits
has survived and now, along with the former Little

Rock and Fort Smith and part of the former Paris
Branch (old Arkansas Central) is now operated by Pioneer Railcorp’s short line Fort Smith Railroad.
Is there any available documentation which definitively explains the failure of the Missouri Pacific and its
predecessors to follow through and complete the
Greenwood Branch? None turned up during this research. It is, however, possible to make reasonable
assumptions based on published quotes from various
high railroad officials, engineers and surveyors and
testimony in lawsuits. The branches south and east
from Greenwood were very different situations and
each needs to be considered separately.
It is clear that the Missouri Pacific felt that the Greenwood/Little Rock branch could never originate

1943 look at the lower end of the Greenwood Branch including abandoned spurs.
A., B., C., former passenger flag stops, Buell, Crescent and Lallie
D. Jenny Lind depot (1888-1938) E. Greenwood depot
F. Mine 16 Spur (1890’s) G. Mine 17 on the Western Coal and Mining Company spur
H. Mine 18 on the Western Coal and Mining Company spur I. Graham-Hall Mine 20
J. Mama Mine 5 Spur K. Black Diamond Mine Spur
L. Mine 19 spur, originally Western Coal (1920’s) later “sold” to MoPac (1937-43)
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enough freight and passenger business to recoup construction and operating expenses south of the Arkansas River. It could not fully sustain itself and that was
never its primary purpose. This was despite the fact
that grades were generally easy and construction costs
would have been correspondingly low. Two reasons
for building this version of the Greenwood Branch
turned up regularly. The first revolved around blocking competitors (including the Frisco and later the
Choctaw) from reaching Little Rock from the west.
The announced destination of the Frisco’s Little Rock
and Texas (Mansfield Branch) to Little Rock and, early on, the Arkansas Central (which was originally allied with and supported by the Frisco) support the
Missouri Pacific view about the Frisco’s intentions in
this area. This plan ultimately failed when the Choctaw (later Rock Island) managed to reach Little Rock
in late 1899. Note that the Choctaw was less interested in originating business in this area than it was in
finishing a route to ship its Indian Territory coal back
east.

from Abbot to Hot Springs, which was said to follow
the old Iron Mountain survey as far as Boles in Scott
County but used no tunnels, would have produced an
unacceptable railroad in that area with grades and
curves very similar to, or even worse than, those of
the old Little Rock and Fort Smith. Tunnels were
never a happy alternative for any railroad and the Missouri Pacific’s experiences with steep grades and tunnels, especially along the White River Division in the
early 1900’s, were not good. Expenses and other
problems associated with Cricket Tunnel on that
branch had to have influenced later decisions about
the Greenwood Branch.

A second problem was the loss of exclusive access to
Waldron, Arkansas when the Arkansas Western Railroad was built into that area in 1899-1902 from Indian
Territory. At the least this created a dilution of potentially available business in and near Waldron and the
surrounding area, removing some financial incentive
from building south. The Missouri Pacific System
was seemingly always strapped for cash and in the
The second reason for building south of the river was end, lacking Jay Gould’s driving force after his death
less publicized but may have been the most important. in 1892, the will to see the project completed was just
The Little Rock and Fort Smith, as engineered and
never sufficient.
built, was a mess. Steep grades and curves were everywhere. Although it was built entirely along the Ar- Suggested reading:
kansas River valley only 32 of its 163 miles were lev- The Life and Legend of Jay Gould by Maury Klein.
Not the usual “hatchet job” this respected work is
el. Grades approached 1 ½% in areas. Lightly ballasted light rail, covered wooden bridges and soft fills heavily documented but still very readable.
needed immediate attention. Although some advocatThe Arkansas Ghost Train by J. Randall Houp. A
ed “abandoning” this road to local service only and
massive work which incorporates just about every
moving through service to the new line, in the end it
was stated by an Iron Mountain engineer that rebuild- available source of information about the Gurdon-Fort
Smith and associated railroads building north toward
ing the Little Rock and Fort Smith was the cheaper
Greenwood from Clark, Pike and Montgomery Counalternative. In actuality, building the new line south
of the River would probably have been as cheap if not ties, Arkansas.
for the fact that the northern route had to be upgraded
anyway to maintain essential service to the coal fields The Eagle, Missouri Pacific Historical Society, Volthat lay between Russellville and Ozark. This turned ume 35, No. 1-3 and Volume 36 No. 1. This is an inout to be a very expensive, but necessary, project ty- teresting series of journal articles about tunnels along
ing up a large amount of money that could have been the Missouri Pacific. The White River tunnels are covered in Spring 2010 (Vol. 35-1). An interesting dedirected toward finishing the Greenwood Branch.
scription of the “worst” of the tunnels, Cricket, is
found in a lawsuit, St. Louis, Iron Mountain & SouthUnlike the east-west route, the northern half of the
ern Ry Co. vs Conley which can be found by searchnorth-south extension of the Greenwood Branch to
ing Google Books. http://www.mopac.org/
Gurdon, Hope or Texarkana would have been anything but easy. The first of many problems was Devils Backbone Ridge just south of Greenwood, a major Down the Iron Mountain Route by Charles A. Duckworth. A new Missouri Pacific Historical Society
contributor to failing to finish the line to Waldron.
Although more than one reference to a tunnel here has book, this is a pictorial history of Iron Mountain railbeen located, (An 1889 article in the Fort Smith Ele- road depots and a great many other structures across
Arkansas as recorded during the I.C.C. valuation. It
vator said it would be 1400 feet in length) that may
not have actually been possible given the nature of the includes photos and descriptions of the depots and
local geology. A massive cut might have been the end section houses at Greenwood and Jenny Lind on the
Greenwood Branch. marketing@mopac.org
result. A survey by the Choctaw of a potential route
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The Greenwood and Fort Smith (old Little Rock and Fort Smith) Branches of the Iron Mountain from an employee timetable from 1907. Notice that the depot and freight house, just north of the bridge, are considered to
be on the Fort Smith branch at this date. - Bill Pollard collection

Greenwood’s other railroad - Midland Valley Baldwin consolidation 2-8-0 #14 and crew pictured here in 1914. John Dill collection
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Greenwood Subdivision timetable schedule from the Missouri Pacific Southern Kansas and Central Divisions
Employee Time-Table No. 16 issued Sunday, February 2, 1941. - MPHS
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Greenwood Subdivision timetable schedule from the Missouri Pacific Southern Kansas and Central Divisions
Employee Time-Table No. 34 issued Sunday, May 23, 1954. - MPHS
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Upcoming Events
Saturday, March 17, 2018
9am to 4pm
The 15th Annual Great NWA Model
Train Show
Embassy Suites Ballroom, 3303 Pinnacle Hills Parkway in Rogers, AR located
at I-49, exit 83.
For Children of All Ages! COST: $8,
Children 12 and under free
For more information, visit http://
sugarcreekrailroadclub.com/

No Chapter Minutes submitted for December 2017.
The Chapter did not meet
in January 2018.

Saturday, March 24, 2018
9am to 3pm
The Ozarks Model Railroad Association Train Show
Springfield Expo Center, 635 St. Louis
St, Springfield, MO.
Admission is $7, children under 12 are
free.
For more information, visit http://
www.omraspringfield.org/trainshows.html
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MEETINGS: Meetings of the member ship ar e open to the public on the thir d Thur sday of each month
at 7:00pm at the ADA compliant Reilly P. McCarren Railroad Museum at the Arkansas & Missouri Depot located on Emma Avenue in downtown Springdale, Arkansas. Meetings in winter months are not held when the
Springdale public schools are closed due to inclement weather. Visitors are welcome at all chapter meetings.
UPCOMING 2018 SPRINGDALE PROGRAMS:
February 15 - Kansas City & Memphis Railway by Mike Sypult
March 15 - TBD
April 19 - TBD

QUESTIONS: Call 479-419-9674 or email us at info@arkrailfan.com
WEBSITE: www.arkrailfan.com
SUBMISSIONS: Send content (ar ticles, stor ies, photos) for the monthly SCRAMBLER newsletter to
Mike Sypult, editor – arkyrail@outlook.com DEADLINE for the next SCRAMBER is the 9th day of each
month.
MEMBERSHIP: Local chapter member ship is $12 per year . Member ship coor dinator for the Ar kansas
-Boston Mountains Chapter is Chuck Girard, 7510 Westminster Place, Fort Smith, AR 72903-4253. Please
make checks payable to ABMT NRHS. Regular membership for the National Railway Historical Society is
$50 per annum and Family Membership is $54 per annum. Please refer to the NRHS website www.nrhs.com
for complete details.
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